
Warehousing technology: New CLARK equipment for productive use 

New models - new opportunities 

 

Reach truck C RT 25 4-D ac 

 

optimum solution for working in tight spaces. The vehicle has a comfortable driver’s position, load 
capacities of 2500 kg and can be steered with a load in the transverse drive (for long objects) and 
longitudinal drive (as a reach truck). The truck can even turn around its own vertical axis. This makes 
it possible to save up to 45 percent of warehouse space. Motors with external excitation for sensitive 
manoeuvring and clear-view uprights with lifting heights from 4,800 to 10,450 mm, among other 
features, ensure flexible and safe working in internal warehouses. The framework construction in 
mono-block design guarantees stability. This results in the optimal residual load capacities even at 
large lifting heights.  
Application. Internal warehouses / restricted spaces, transverse or longitudinal drive with loads. 

  



 

Reach truck C RT 13/16 K ac 

 

The C RT 13/16 K ac electric reach truck performs excellently in the tightest of spaces. Despite its 
compact design (a truck width of 1,150 mm), the driver’s seat is spaciously designed. The multiply 
adjustable comfort seat is sprung, the steering column is adjustable and the floor non-slip. With load 
capacities of 1,300 or 1,600 kg and lifting heights from 4,160 to 8,210 mm, the C RT 13/16 K ac covers 
a broad range of uses. The standard equipment with tilting forks for simple load support, integrated 
side sliders for optimal residual load forces at all lifting heights and battery removal area at the side 
is designed to be practical, and is practical.  
Application. For internal warehousing - easy to drive into shelving bays - for restricted spaces. 

 



 

High-lift truck C CBS 15 ac 

Operable without a counterbalanced forklift driver’s licence, the counterbalanced drawbar C CBS 15 
ac stacker for pedestrian operation is an effective alternative to the sit on electric counterbalanced 
lift truck for occasional use. The C CBS 15 ac has load capacities of up to 1,500 kg at lifting heights 
from 1,590 to 4,140 mm and is used wherever drawbar stackers with wheel arm supports cannot be 
used. The high-visibility mast guarantees the very best field of vision. Thanks to proportional control, 
it can also be operated sensitively in difficult situations. The electric lift-lift truck is equipped with 
mast tilting as standard; also other options can be added for customers, e.g. swivel clamps or prong 
adjustment units.  
Application. Block warehousing (warehousing of white goods, at DIY stores, for the tobacco industry 
etc.), as an alternative to the counterbalanced lift truck. 

 

   

 

 



 

High-lift truck C PS 12H ac 

Thanks to the state-of-the-art technology in the drive motor and electronics, the electric high-lift 
truck C PS 12H guarantees optimum performance and runs as efficiently and economically as 
possible. Its compact dimensions (a width of 850 mm) means it can be used in all areas of handling 
goods, and its outstanding manoeuvrability ensure that it is predestined for internal transport. The C 
PS 12H ac has a load capacity of 1,200 kg, while the triplex upright allows loads to be increased to 
1,400 kg at lifting heights of 1,565 to 4,565 mm. In addition to this, it can be adapted for long-term 
operations, as large batteries can also be installed (24V 375Ah).  
Application. Internal transport / goods handling, putting goods into storage at medium lifting height 
in industrial settings. 

 

 



 

Low-lift truck C SPT 20 ac / C RPT 30 ac 

The C SPT 20 ac is a lift truck with a driver’s cab and steering wheel operation, and as it operates at 
12 km/h (7.5 mph) it is ideally suitable for rapid goods handling. For example, when unloading 
containers, the swing axle compensates for any unevenness. With a width of 790 mm, the vehicle is 
also suitable for block warehousing. The double-decker deck version is the C SPTi 20 ac. The electric 
low-lift truck C RPT 30 ac (with a top speed of 8.5 km/h) is equipped with a multifunctional joystick 
and sprung driver’s seat and has been designed for long-term goods transport over long distances 
within warehouses.  
Application. Loading/Unloading, transport, (block) warehousing. 

 



 

Medium-lift / High-lift picker truck C OP01 ac - C OP04 ac 

CLARK is launching four new picker trucks, models C OP01 ac to C OP04 ac. The C OP01 ac / C OP02 
ac low-lift / medium- lift picker trucks with a driver’s cab platform which lifts from 1,200 to 2,900 mm 
and the C OP03 ac / C OP04 ac medium-lift / high-lift picker trucks with a driver’s cab platform which 
lifts from 3,500 to 9,000 mm. The picker trucks combine the load capacities of 600 to 1,000 kg - 
thanks to the drive motor with external excitation - with excellent performance and tremendous 
speed while transporting loads. Also comes with a high-capacity battery ensuring sufficient 
autonomy. The heights of picker trucks range from 2,800 and 10,600 mm.  
 Application. Picking orders in high-bay warehouses, picking packaged goods ordered outside and in 
enclosed warehousing areas.  

 


